SECTION E*, C* and W**
- CAT II/III facilities
- Airports interface (mgr)
- Runway Safety (mgr)
- Northeast Corridor
- Airport/Runway safety meetings/work
- LVO/SMGCS (approvals, reviews)
- Airspace redesign issues & rulemaking
- Helicopter operations modernization
  - Heliport evaluation
- Aeronautical studies
  - OE/AAA NRA policy
  - NAS Change Proposals (NCP’s)
  - Obstruction evaluation (OEAAA/NRA reviews)
- Safety Hotlines for obstruction lighting outages
- Decommissioning/relocating of navaids
- Airports/Heliports (ALP, CSPP, planning, MoS, Airport Authority, heliport inspection, AFTIL)
- HIL/Laser operations
- Instrument Flight Procedures
  - PRB Reviews
  - Redesign
  - Validation
  - Prototyping
  - Distribution

SECTION O*
- IFP Implementation (hot spot)
- Procedure Review Board processing/SWIMs

UNIT O**
- Flight inspection policy oversight
- Non-FAA service provider oversight
- Foreign terminal instrument procedures approvals
- Special instrument flight procedures lifecycle/distribution

SECTION E LEAD FOR:
- Safety Hotlines for obstruction lighting outages
- OE/AAA NRA
- LVO/SMGCS

SECTION C LEAD FOR:
- Airports interface
- Runway Safety
- MoS
- HIL/Laser operations
- Heliport evaluation program

SECTION W LEAD FOR:
- NCPs

SECTION S**
- ICAO Standardization
- FDC NOTAMS Policy
- Group work instructions
- 7910.5 Aeronautical Charting Meeting
- 8000.94, Procedures for Establishing Airport Low-Visibility Ops
- 8260.3 US Standard for Terminal Instrument Procedures (TERPS)
- 8260.15 US Army Terminal Instrument Procedure Service
- 8260.19 Flight Procedures & Airspace
- 8260.26 Establishing Cutoff dates for Civil Instrument Flight Procedures
- 8260.31 Foreign Terminal Instrument Procedures (FTIP)
- 8260.32 US Air Force Terminal Instrument Procedure Service
- 8260.42 US Standard for Helicopter RNAV
- 8260.43 Flight Procedure Management Program
- 8260.46 Departure Procedure Program
- 8260.55 Special Area Navigation Visual Flight Procedures
- 8260.57 Oversight of Non-FAA IFP Service Providers
- 8260.58 US PBN Instrument Procedures Design
- 8260.59 US-Special Instrument Procedures
- 8260.60 Special Instrument Procedures
- 8260.61 Charted Visual Flight Procedures
- 8900.1 Vol 3, Ch 18, Sect 5C, Op Specs-Airplane TERPS & Airport Auth.
- 8900.1 Vol 4, Ch 2, Sect 4, Low Visibility Surface Movement & Takeoff
- 8900.1 Vol 4, Ch 8, Sect 1, Safety Assurance System
- 8900.1 Vol 8, Ch 1, Sect 1, Program Overview & Chapter Content
- 8900.1 Vol 8, Ch 1, Sect 3, Establish Acceptable Level of Safety
- 8900.1 Vol 8, Ch 1, Sect 3A, Review Airport Modification of Standard
- 8900.1 Vol 8, Ch 1, Sect 3B, Review National Airspace System Chg Prop
- 8900.1 Vol 8, Ch 1, Sect 3C, Reg NextGen Branch Safety Validation
- 8900.1 Vol 8, Ch 3, Sect 3, Evaluation & Surveillance of Heliports
- 8900.1 Vol 11, Ch 12, Sect 1, IFP validation
- 8900.1 Vol 11, Ch 12, Sect 2, Issue a letter to authorize IFP validation
- AC 90-110 IFP Service provider authorization guidance for SBAS
- AC 90-112 Development and Submission of Specials to FAA
- AC 90-113 IFP Validation of PBN
- AC 120-57 Surface Movement Guidance and Control System
- AC 120-105A FTIP Acceptance/Review
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